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PLAN BEE project arises as a reaction to the recent but drastic disappearance of bees in the 
Iberian Peninsula, trying to find a solution to the adverse triggers that this could cause, both in 
biodiversity and in human beings. Scientists and technicians have already developed concepts such 
as The Synthetic Apiary, or the Robobees drones, to which this project aims to provide architectural 
support, housing the necessary research activities to prevent, stop, or palliate this problem. 

 
Searching the ideal location, it had to be taken into account the biological need of bees of a clean 
and rich source of water, which perfectly fits in Ribas de Campos in Palencia, where the vast 
crops are marked by the two elements that define this landscape: the Carrión River, and the 
Canal de Castilla, which cross their waters in Calahorra de Ribas to continue their courses. 
It is a place full of symbolism as shown in the remaining ruins that define it throughout its history, 
describing the origin of the construction of the most important hydraulic project of the 
Enlightenment. It is the turning point between before and after the Canal, the symbol of a stage, 
and the image of innovation. It is an analogy that the project intends to recover. 

 
Therefore, the proposed architecture for this site reinforces the idea of an operation centre on the 
spatial and geometric spot of the confluence between the watercourses. It is a space for creation 
where current problems are solved, likewise the Canal de Castilla did three centuries ago, 
keeping this enclave as the most emblematic of its entire route. 

 
It is an exercise of sensitive intervention in the landscape through a walkway-building that joins 
and embraces the three banks that surround the central lagoon, turning this place into the origin 
of a route for bees and microdrones along the riverside forests that flank each of the watercourses, 
renewing the use of the Canal and avoiding its obsolescence. 

 
Every element contributes to the symbiosis with the environment. A cross structure as the 
architectural generating element shapes the walkway and its repetition and combination 
determines different articulations between the pieces, hidden between the vegetation. The 
maximum lightness and slenderness of all the elements pursues mimesis with the branches of the 
surrounding birch trees, forcing the use of external cable substructures under the slabs, and 
turning the building into an exoskeleton device. The micropile foundation avoids the excavation, 
allowing the preservation of quite the existing vegetation during the construction process. 

 
The roof substructure allows a false ceiling under its eaves, hidden from the outside and 
condensing the technical areas of the building, working independently on each piece, thanks to a 
VRV system. A double-layer enclosure is articulated on the façade; the inner one made with 
insulating glass, and the outer as an overlapped metal mesh that prevents excessive radiation, and 
optimizes energy consumption as well as the conditioning of the building during the year. 

 
PLAN BEE is a commitment to innovation; a restitution of Calahorra’s symbolism that the Canal 
de Castilla granted one day. An original solution based on the qualities of the context. An artificial 
support as an answer to a problem in nature. A natural reuse of a great forgotten human 
infrastructure. It is the perfect architectural interpretation of the statement of the project: “The 
natural as the artificial, and vice versa”. 


